By Amiri Baraka
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in hot flame Another negroleader
on the steps of the white house one
kneeling between the sheriff’s thighs
negotiating coolly for his people.
Aggh . . . stumbles across the room . . .
Put it on him, poem. Strip him naked
to the world! Another bad poem cracking
steel knuckles in a jewlady’s mouth
Poem scream poison gas on beasts in green berets
Clean out the world for virtue and love,
Let there be no love poems written
until love can exist freely and
cleanly. Let Black people understand
that they are the lovers and the sons
of warriors and sons
of warriors Are poems & poets &
all the loveliness here in the world

We want a black poem. And a
Black World.
Let the world be a Black Poem
And Let All Black People Speak This Poem
Silently
or LOUD

* http://www.specialoperations.com/Army/Special_Forces/SF_Info/Story.htm
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Comment [jcw10]:
And even hating whites, being the
white-baiting black nationalist is,
might seem, justifiable but it is still a
supremacy game. The solution is revolution.
We thought that then, but didn't understand what it meant, really. We
thought it meant killing white folks.
But it is a system that's got to be killed
and it's even twisted some blacks. It's
hurt all of us. (323)
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